NOTES:
1. Sign shall be mounted and located on 8'-0" post with anchor plate in accordance with M/W Plan 78808.
2. Sign shall be made of .081" - 6061-T6 Aluminum sheet with both faces covered with No. 2970 Wide Angle Silver Flat Top Scotchrite and No. 685 Black Scotchold letters, or equivalent.
3. Sign shall be made at Sign Shop in Canton, Ohio or by an outside manufacturer in accordance with specifications.
4. Signs for single track rail road shall be located on the mile post side. Signs for multiple tracks shall be located on both sides of railroad. All signs shall be located not less than 8'-0" nor more than 28'-0" from gauge of nearest rail.
5. Bolts, nuts and washers must be cadmium plated.
6. Proportions of letters to be in accordance with M/W Plan 78808.
7. Sign channel 1 & 2 illustrated front & back.